mnzoo.org
service to the state

ZOOmobile
Bringing the

Zoomobile Fees
Large Group Assembly Programs
$325 for the first program
$175 for additional programs
(same day and same location)
Maximum of three programs per day

Zoo to You!

Classroom Programs
$150 each
Minimum of 3 per day if not booked with an assembly

Mileage
$50.00 mileage fee for program locations between 50 and
100 miles from the Minnesota Zoo.
$100.00 mileage fee for program locations between 101
and 150 miles from the Minnesota Zoo.
$150.00 mileage fee for program locations over
150 miles from the Minnesota Zoo.
Overnight Road Trips:
Outside 100 mile radius: Mileage of $100.00
Plus Per Diem of 90.00 for each night.
Outside 150 mile radius: Mileage of $150.00
Plus Per Diem of 90.00 for each night.
Please Note
There is a minimum fee of $325 per day, per location. For
corporate pricing please see our website
Cancellation Fee
A $100 cancellation fee will be assessed for any programs
cancelled within 30 days of the scheduled program date.

Schedule A Zoomobile Program Today!
Call us at 952.431.9228 or 800.366.7811x228.
Visit us at mnzoo.org/zoomobile

13000 Zoo Boulevard, Apple Valley, MN 55124
mnzoo.org

Booth Program
$325 for the first hour
$175 for an optional second consecutive hour.

WE BRING THE ZOO TO YOU
Geography is no barrier to participating
in Minnesota Zoo education programs.
Zoomobile ensures that, wherever your
classroom may be, the Minnesota Zoo can
be there, too!
Our team of trained naturalists travels to schools,
libraries and hospitals throughout the
state of Minnesota (and beyond!)
bringing live animals, biological
artifacts, theater techniques,
storytelling and more.
Zoomobile programs create
a dynamic, personal and fun
experience for students of all
ages. The goal of all Zoomobile
programs is to inspire a respect
and a sense of stewardship for all
life on earth. Our programs are
designed for grade levels K-12.
Watch for these icons to create a
Zoomobile adventure tailored to
your curriculum needs:
Minnesota Natural Heritage

 Planet Green: Conservation
& Sustainability

Large Group Assembly Programs

Classroom Programs

Assembly programs are a dynamic, educational and fun way to
teach students about animals, ecology, and the environment.
They are also a fun addition to science fairs, Scout banquets,
and family fun nights. Presentations can be adapted to all
ages/grade levels.

During hands-on, interactive classroom programs participants
explore topics in-depth and engage animals up close.

45-minutes; up to 300 participants

Topics Include:
All Things Connected Join the adventure
with animals from around the world and discover the
interrelationships that connect all life on earth.
Cool Animals of the North Meet wild
Minnesota animals up-close to discover how they are adapted
for our crazy climate.
Tropical Rain Forests Explore the different layers
of the rain forest, meet some of the species that thrive there,
and begin to comprehend the importance of this complex
ecosystem.
Nocturnal Adaptation Discover the amazing
adaptations of nocturnal animals and how they survive in the
dark of night.
Zoomobile programs support Minnesota State and
National Science Standards.

Local to Global: Animals
Here & There

Visit mnzoo.org/zoomobile for details and more information.

45-minutes; up to 30 participants

Topics Include:
Pre K–2nd GRADE
Animals in Motion

 Critter Clothes—What Animals Wear
and Why

Winter Animals
Animal Tales
3RD – 12TH GRADE
Birds, Bugs, Reptiles or Mammals
Endangered Species
Skull Science
Tropical Forests
Minnesota Wildlife
Wetlands/Habitats
So You Want to be a Zookeeper
Custom topics are also available.

Booth Programs
Booth programs are ideal for community gatherings such as
fairs and festivals, and offer interactions with animals and
naturalists. Booth programs feature 6–7 species of animals on
a rotation—including some that can be touched—as well as
animal artifacts such as furs and nests.

